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Autumn 1 Autumn 2 Spring 1 Spring 2 
 

Summer 1 
 

Summer 2 

 

Reception 
 
 

Unit 1 
Read and write 
names of the 

Arabic letters from  

(ز-أ)       
 

Learn the Arabic 
words associated with 

each letter 

Unit 2 
Read and write 
names of the 

Arabic letters from 

(ي -س)   

 
Learn the Arabic 
words associated 
with each letter  

Unit 3 
Read and write all 
Arabic alphabet   

  (ي-أ) 
 

Learn the Arabic 
words associated with 

each letter 

Unit4 
Read and recognize 

letters in three different 
shapes  

 (ز-)أ
 

Learn the Arabic words 
associated with each 

letter 

Unit 5 
Read and recognize 

letters in three different 
shapes   

 (ق-)س
 

Learn the Arabic words 
associated with each 

letter 

Unit 6 
Read and recognize 

Arabic in the tree different 
shapes 

 ك( -ي)
 

Learn the Arabic words 
associated with each 

letter 

 

Year 1 
 

Unit 1 – Greeting 
 

(ي-)أ  
 

Learning the short 

vowel fatha 

Practicing joining up 
the Arabic letters 

Unit 2 - My name 
 

 

Learning to read 
and write words 
with the short 

vowels 
fatha and kasrah 

     
 

Unit 3 - My Family 

 
 

Learning three words 

for each letter   

with the three sounds 

fathah, kasrah and 

dammah. 

 

Unit 4 – My house  
 

 

 (ذ -أ)  
 

Learning three words 

for each letter   

with the three sounds 

fathah, kasrah and 

dammah 

  

 

Unit 5 - Numbers from 
1-20 

 

 (غ - ر)
 

Learning three words for 

each letter   

with the three sounds 

fathah, kasrah and 

dammah 

 

  

Unit 6- Revise all the 
speaking units 

 

 ي( - ف) 
 

Learning three words for 

each letter   

with the three sounds 

fathah, kasrah and 

dammah. 
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Year 2 

 

Revise 
Alqadah 

Al-Makiyah 
 
 

Practice reading 
words with different 
vowel to allow them 

sound unfamiliar 

words.   
 

Develop reading skills 
to allow them read 
unfamiliar words. 

Practice writing their 
names in Arabic   

 

 Unit 1 Greeting  
 
Identify and recognise 
the short phrases with 
the short vowels: 
Fatha, kasrah an d 
dammah 
Read out some words 
with the three short 
vowels and ‘Sukoon’ 
Being able to match 
words with the same 
vowel sound and read 
words with Sokoon 
(more than three letter 
words) 
Identify words with 
Shaddah symbol. 
Know the difference 
between  sound of 
words with the 
Shaddah symbol and  
the way the words are 
written with it . 

Develop reading skills 
to allow them read 
unfamiliar words 

*The sound of 
Sookon and 
Shaddah. 

 

 
Unit 2 

My Name 
 

Understand range of 
familiar spoken words. 
Recognize the 
the basic way of 
greeting in Arabic and 
introducing myself. 
copy/write the 
short phrases correctly 
identify the singular 
attached pronouns  َك& 
 your (masc.) and your ك  
(fem.) 
recognize the long 
vowel sound of the 
letter 
Reading and a group of 
words with the long 
sound. 
 
Know how to use this 
for masculine and 
feminine. 
Being able to make 
basic conversation  
 

  
Long vowels 

& 
Tanween  

 

Unit 3 
My Family  

 
To be able to know 
members of the family in 
Arabic 
Be able. to read a 
dialogue and understand 
familiar words. 
To have good 
understanding of using 
the possessive ‘my’ when 
talking about personal 
belongings 

 
To use the possessive 
adjective “my” in Arabic. 
Develop more reading 
skills, by practising the 
‘sookon’ ‘shaddah’ 
sounds, and the long 
vowels. 

 
 

* Possessive 
adjective “my” 

* Signal names. 
 
  

Unit 4 
Eating and Drinking. 
Ramadan & Eid ul-fitr 

  
 
Understand the 
main points from a short 
spoken passage. 
To take part in a 
simple conversation. 
To be able to talk about 
words and verbs related to 
food 
 
 

To be able to talk about 
Ramadan routines in basic 
words, and Eid Ul-Fitr  
 
Make sentences that 
describe Ramadan and 
verbs related to it  
animals. 
To understand that the 
adjectives come after the 
noun and in two forms 
(masculine and 
feminine). 
 
*Al-lam shamsia and Al-
Qamaria.  

 

Beautiful Cat. 
 

To be able to recognise farm 
animals in Arabic 
And describe them 
To have an understanding of 
the rules of description 
between masculine and 
feminine 
Revise a range of familiar 
words that have been 
previously taught in 
Reception and Year1. 
 
To know the days of the 
week in Arabic through 
rhymes and songs 
 

Identify the 
singular pronouns: 

هو -هي  

*Singular pronoun 
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Year 3 

 

Unit 1 - About me 
 
Learn to introduce 
myself and to give 
information such as my 
gender my appearance,  
Counting from 1-10 to 
tell my age. 
Be able to use a variety 
of greeting phrase. 
Counting from 1-20 to 
tell my age.  
Learn more family 
members name. 
Know the difference 
between masculine and 
feminine. 
 
Pupils will be able to 
ask questions about 
themselves and others. 
Develop writing skills by 
using the correct 
grammar when talking 
about feminine and 
masculine.  
   

*When to use this 
 For masculine and 

feminine 
 

Unit 2 - Hobbies 
and pets 

 
Be able to greet using 
a number of phrases 
and respond politely 
Count from 1-20 and 
write the numbers in 
words. 
Learn more words to 
describe what I am 
doing. 
Describe what you do 
at break time using 
advanced phrases. 
Be able to name some 
hobbies in Arabic and 
talk about them by 
expressing my opinion 
about it. 
 
Ask questions related 
to play. 
Use a variety of 
adjective and verbs to 
talk about play. 
Hold a simple 
conversation by using 
different question 
words   

     
* Question Words 

 

Unit 3 - Where I live 
 
Learn names of a 
number of countries 
and talk about my 
country at a higher level 
Learn describing my 
town or village using 
more advance vocab 
and phrases. 
Learn vocabulary and 
phrases to describe my 
house. 
Learn names of 
furniture and activities 
that take place in the 
living room and 
bedroom. 
 
Use different verbs to 
talk about where they 
live, and the similarities 
and differences 
between living in a 
house and in a flat. 
 

*Singular Pronoun 
(he and she) 

Unit 4 - How I look 
 

Describe myself 
physically using more 
advanced phrases/vocab 
Learn to describe others 
using more advanced 
phrases. 
Name some of the days 
of the week. 
Learn how to use the 
time phrases ‘yesterday’, 
‘today’ and ‘tomorrow’ 
when talking about the 
days of the week. 

 
Learn how and when to 
use the pronouns i & we.    
Use variety of adjectives 
to describe myself and 
others. 

 
* Pronouns (I and 

We) 

Unit 3 and 4 
The Bathroom. 

Eating and Drinking. 
 
Understand the 
main points from a short 
spoken passage. 
To take part in a 
simple conversation. 
Be able to name parts of the 
body 
To be able to talk about 
words and verbs related to 
food 
Using basic adjectives to 
describe around the house 
 
Identify the 
singular pronouns: 

هو -هي  
To be able to know the 
present tense for masculine 
and feminine  
 

 
*Singular pronouns. 

* 

Unit 6 - Food and drink 
 

Learn how to say more food 
in Arabic. 
Practice how to talk about 
food and meals  
Learn more advanced words 
to describe food 
Talk about food using verbs 
related to food   and answer 
simple questions.  
Learn more advanced words 
to buy food.   
 
Use the pronoun ‘I’, ‘We’, 
‘He’ and ‘She’, correctly in 
my writing 
Express opinions on foods. 
Using, ‘I like’, ‘I don’t like’, 
‘My favourite food is’.   

 
*Revise all the 

pronouns 
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Year 4 

Unit 7 – Going to 
school 

 
Talk about my usual 
routine. Eg :I walk to 
school 
Learn more advanced 
words to talk about my 
morning routine in 
detail. Eg:I tidy up my 
room 
Write about how I go to 
school 
Learn more words to 
talk about getting to 
school 
Learn other forms of 
transport 
Learn different school 
subjects using simple 
sentence. 
To be able to name 
more stationary and use 
them in short 
sentences. 
 
Question words (five 
Ws) 
Use the correct words 
to ask questions, and 
hold simple 
conversations, related 
to the topic 

*Revision of 
Question words 

Unit 8 – Going to 
work 

 
Talk and say what job 
a person does. 
Learn names of more 
jobs and professions 
and write short 
sentences. 
Be able to talk about 
earning using more 
advanced vocab and 
phrases. 
Be able to talk about 
spending and buying 
items using more 
advanced vocab and 
phrases 
Learn more 
vocabulary and 
phrases that I can use 
to talk about cooking 
at home 
Learning counting up 
to 30 
Learn telling the time 
up to 9 
 
Use the correct 
prepositions in writing 
and speaking 
To be able to write the 

correct ‘ال’ to spell 

words correctly. 

 
*Prepositions 

Unit 9 - Around the 
world 

 
Learn a number of 
names of countries 
Say which country I 
come from 
Learn about describing 
whereabouts in the 
country I live in and 
using directions in more 
detail 
Learn more names of 
languages 
Learn how to introduce 
my and others’ 
nationality for both 
genders. 
Be able to talk about 
airports and holidays 
using basic vocab 
 
Understand the 
components of verbal 
sentences 
To be able to identify 
the difference between 
Nominal and Verbal 
sentences 

 
*The verbal 
sentence 

 

Unit 10 - Healthy 
lifestyle 

 
Mention deferent type of 
sports using advanced 
phrases and vocab. 
Describe what sports I do 
outside. 
Use basic words to talk 
about how to keep fit  
learn more words to write 
advance sentences 
eating about eating use 
words to talk about 

unhealthy living. Talk 

about deferent type of 
food to keep the healthy 
eating.  
 
Be able to use this and 
these in the writing and in 
the speaking.  
Write small paragraph 
using the new vocab 
related to keeping fit and 
eating healthy.  
 
     
  
 
     

*When to use this 
and these  

Unit 11 - Clothes and 
shopping 

 
Use basic words to talk 
about clothes and shopping. 
Use basic words to talk 
about more clothes and be 
able to describe what I wear. 
Learn more clothing vocab 
to write advance sentences. 
 

 
Use basic words to talk 
about fasting the Blessed 
Month of Ramadan. 
Learn more words to write 
advance sentences about 
Ramadan 
 
Develop more writing skills 
by writing a small 
paragraphs about my 
Ramadan routine using 
more advanced words and 
be able confidence in using 
a variety of pronoun     

 
 
 
 
 

*Pronouns with more 
examples 

 

Unit 12- Weather 
 

Use basic words to talk 
about weather (describe the 
weather) 
Words 
Learn the numbers in Arabic 
from 31-40 encourage them 
to count in tens in Arabic  
Use basic words to talk 
about temperature be able to 
describe the temperature 

Use basic words to talk 
about dressing for weather 
and describe suitable 
clothing for different weather 
types. 
 
Write advanced sentences 
using new topic vocab 
Using the verbal sentence in 
my writing correctly 
 

*Revise the verbal 
sentences 
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*When you add 
  (ال)
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Year 5 

Unit 13 - Useful 
phrases 

 
Ask questions using the 
‘five Ws’ eg: ‘How?’ 
Learn more ways to ask 
questions using 
present, past and future 
Learn new Opposites 
words and write short 
sentences. 
Learn connecting 
words.  
Write short sentences 
using these words. 
Learn more words 
talking about the future 
and write short 
sentences. 
Learn how to say I don’t 
understand using 
different words and 
write short sentences.  
 
Prepositions: about, 
from, to, by, in, on  
Use these to form 
sentences or short 
paragraphs 
To be able to use the 
correct connectives 
appropriately.  

*Revision of the 
prepositions 

Unit 14 - More 
about food and 
mealtimes 
 
Tell the time more 
specifically 
Talk about lunch time 
at school 
Learn new words 
about food and write 
short sentences. 
Learn vocabulary and 
phrases that I can use 
to describe a 
cafeteria. 
Learn more 
vocabulary and 
phrases that I can use 
to talk about growing 
food. 
Learn more 
vocabulary and 
phrases that I can use 
to talk about how food 
is processed in the 
mouth. 
 
To use new vocab 
learnt to be able to 
write small paragraph, 
about food and 
mealtimes. 
Be familiar with the 
nominal sentences 
and learn when to use 
it. 

 

Unit 15 - Around the 
house  
 
Learn names of utensils 
and describe what there 
is in a kitchen to a 
higher level 
Learn describing 
furniture in a living room 
Learn more names of 
items found in the 
bathroom 
Learn more names of 
things that exist in a 
garden 
Learn how talk about 
my house garden and 
things that I do around 
the house using more 
advanced vocab and 
phrases 
 
Learn different 
adjectives to describe 
Know when to use the 
feminine or masculine 
descriptions. 
 
 

*Descriptions 

Unit 16- On the way 
to school 

 
Learn more words and 
phrases that I can use to 
give directions 
learn about describing 
learn describing how you 
get to school using more 
advanced vocab and 
phrases 
Use basic words to talk 
about purchasing tickets 

for trains and buses. Use 

basic words to talk about 
local features where I 
live. 
Use basic words to talk 
about how to cross the 
rad safely. 
 
Develop more writing 
skills. By applying the 
correct ‘tanween’ at the 
end of the noun and be 
familiar with change that 
needed.     
 

 
 

*Tanween  

Unit 17 – Ramadan (+ 
uncovered topics) 

 

Use basic words to talk 
about Summer and Spring 
months 
Learn more words to write 
advance sentences about 
this topic 
Use basic words to talk 
about Autumn & Winter 
months. 
Write advance sentences 
using new vocab. 
Use basic words to talk 
about time phrases. 
Write advance sentences 
using these new phrases. 

______________ 
Use words to talk about 
fasting Ramadan. 
Learn more words and verbs 
related to Ramadan  
Write advance sentences 
about Ramadan 
 
Learn some connectives and 
use them to write the 
sequence of a story   
Use the verbal sentence in 
my writing 

 

The verbal sentences   

Unit 18 - Seasons and 
holidays 

 
Use basic words to talk 
about birthdays. 
Learn new vocab to talk 
about birthdays 
Use basic words to talk 
about buying a gift. 
Learn new vocab to 
advanced talking about gifts 
Use basic words to talk 
about (who i spend time 
with). 
And write advance 
sentences about it 
Use basic and advance 
words to talk about seasons 
and holidays. 
 
Use the nominal sentence 
correctly in my writing 
Being able to write a 
paragraph about my 
holidays and seasons 

 
*Revision of the 

Nominal Sentences 
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*The Nominal 
sentences 
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Year 6 

Unit 19 - More 
about school 

  
Be able to talk about 
deferent school facilities 
at my school and 
describe them by using 
variety of prepositions 
to tell where things are 
with details. 
Learn more names of 
school subjects and   
talk about different 
subjects I study at 
school and be able to 
write different 
sentences about my 
school time table and 
describe what I do at 
my break time at 
school. 
 
Express my opinion by 
talking about my 
favourite school subject 
and why? 
Present tense and the 
past    
 

 

Unit 20 - Our 
world 

Being able to talk 
about where I live and 
which continent and 
name all the continent 
in Arabic 
.Write sentences 
about the biggest and 
smallest continent in 
our world 
 Name more countries 
in Arabic and talk 
about them (people, 
culture and weather) 
Name some 
landscape features 
and give more 
description of them 
such as going to the 
beach and talk about 
the city and its parts 
with some details and 
advanced vocab and 
phrases 
 
Develop more writing 
skills and using the 
grammar correctly by 
using the write tens 
and knowing when 
tom use the Verbal 
and the Nominal 
sentences    
  

*Verbal sentences 
*Nominal 
sentences 

Unit 21 - Describing 
people and things 

 
Be able to talk about 
people’s personalities 
using advanced vocab 
and phrases 
Be able to describe a 
person’s hairstyle more 
accurately using more 
phrases and vocab 
Learn more descriptive 
adjectives to myself and 
others   
Be able to describe 
quantities using 
advanced vocab and 
phrases. 
 
Use different adjectives 
to describe people 
Being able to write 
paragraph about a 
famous person.   
 
 

*Descriptions 

Unit 22 – Technology 
 

Talk about 
communication using 
basic vocab 
Know how to say smart 
phone  
Be able to talk about 
using a mobile phone  
Be able to talk about 
computers accurately 
using more phrases and 
vocab. 
Learn how to use 
phrases related to the 
internet and to be on line. 
Talk about the verbs 
related to use computers 
and tablet.  
 
Be able to talk about the 
differences and 
similarities between 
mobile phones and smart 
phones 
Use a range of different 
pronouns 
 

  
*Pronouns (I, We, 
She He, you, your) 

Unit 23 - The 
environment 

 
Be able to talk recycling 
using more advanced words.  
Talk about climate using 
basic vocab and phrases 
__________________  
Recognize verbs and 
phrases related to Ramadan 
in Arabic  
Learn how to write 
paragraph to talk about my 
Ramadan routine in Arabic.  

To be able to identify 
masculine and feminine 
nouns, adjectives and verbs 

 
 

*Masculine and 
Feminine  

Unit 24 - Hygiene and 
healthcare 

 
Be able to about going to the 
doctor using more advanced 
words. Being an well and 
going to the doctor and use 
verbs related to it and 
answer simple questions. 
Use the pronoun I and We 
correctly in my writing 
 
Being able to know when to 
use the past and present 
tense 
And be able to recognise the 
differences between tenses 
and make these changes if 
needed 
 
  

 
*Past and Present 

Tense  
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*These units are from Languagenut for KS2, In each half term there is a Grammar focus to help the pupils improve their writing. 

 


